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4 Aiming for an A in A-level Economics

 

Getting the most from this book
Aiming for an A is designed to help you master the skills you need to achieve the highest grades. 

The following features will help you get the most from this book.

Learning objectives
› A summary of the skills that will be covered in the 

chapter.

Exam tip
Practical advice about how to apply 
your skills to the exam.

Common pitfall

Problem areas where 
candidates often miss out 
on marks.

Activity
An opportunity to test your skills with practical activities.

The difference between...
Key concepts differentiated and explained. 

Annotated example
Exemplar answers with commentary showing how to achieve top grades.

Worked example
Step-by-step examples to help you master the skills needed for top grades. 

Take it further  
Suggestions for further reading or activities that will stretch your thinking.

You should know
› A summary of key points to take away from the chapter.
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34 Aiming for an A in A-level Economics

 3 Writing skills

To achieve a top grade it is essential that a written answer displays 
the skills that an examiner looks to reward. The A-level exam tests 
four key skills in written answers: knowledge and understanding, 
application, analysis and evaluation.

They are described in the assessment objectives in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Assessment objectives

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge of terms/concepts and theories/models to show an understanding of the  
behaviour of economic agents and how they are affected by and respond to economic issues

AO2 Apply knowledge and understanding to various economic contexts to show how economic agents are 
affected by and respond to economic issues

AO3 Analyse issues within economics, showing an understanding of their impact on economic agents

AO4 Evaluate economic arguments and use qualitative and quantitative evidence to support informed 
judgements relating to economic issues

Developing the four key skills
Knowledge and application are the lower-order skills and can be 
developed through hard work and preparation. In order to develop 
these skills, do as follows:
➜ Organise your notes.
➜ Learn key concepts.
➜ Practise drawing diagrams.
➜ Learn formulae and always show your workings.

Analysis and evaluation are higher-order skills and are the key to 
achieving A and A* answers. These skills are difficult to develop 
because they require critical thinking and reasoning. In order to 
develop these skills, do as follows:
➜ Plan answers before writing.
➜ Order points with the most important at the top.
➜ Only include diagrams when appropriate.

Learning outcomes
› To understand the four different skills tested at A-level
› To know how to demonstrate knowledge and 

understanding
› To know how to apply concepts and draw diagrams
› To know how to display the skill of analysis by building a 

detailed chain of reasoning
› To know how to display evaluation by drawing 

judgements from chains of reasoning
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35Aiming for an A in A-level Economics

Developing the four key skills

➜ Support analysis with evidence.
➜ Draw judgements from logical reasoning.

AO1: knowledge and understanding
‘Demonstrate knowledge of terms/concepts and theories/models to 
show an understanding of the behaviour of economic agents and 
how they are affected by and respond to economic issues.’

In the examination, knowledge is demonstrated by candidates 
identifying and writing down terms and concepts correctly. Being 
able to recall knowledge correctly is a lower-order skill which is worth 
only 25% of the total marks. However, a secure understanding of the 
knowledge and topics that are taught is the basis of a strong answer. 
Sound knowledge provides the foundations of an A or A* answer.

Good students organise their files in a logical manner, keep detailed 
notes, read over their notes after class and at the end of topics, 
read chapters in the textbook which they use to enhance their 
notes, and edit their files.

Activity
Make a list of the key concepts in every topic. Find a full and precise definition of 
every term and concept. Learn them!

The difference between...
Strong answer Satisfactory answer

• Knowledge and understanding are sound

• Definitions are full and precise

• Vocabulary and terminology are correct and precise

• Knowledge and understanding are reasonable

• Definitions are accurate

• Vocabulary is satisfactory

AO2: application
‘Apply knowledge and understanding to various economic contexts to 
show how economic agents are affected by and respond to economic issues.’

Concepts
Selecting appropriate concepts and explaining them in the context 
of the question is a basic skill tested in different ways. Lower-mark 
questions can directly test a candidate’s ability to define or select a 
concept and then explain it in context, for example:
➜ Using the concept of cross elasticity of demand, explain how…
➜ With the help of a diagram, explain how…
➜ With reference to the data, explain one reason why…

Higher-order questions which are worth higher marks tend to be less 
explicit about what a candidate needs to do. It is left to the candidate 
to identify issues (the skill of analysis) and apply appropriate concepts. 
Beware: a key difference between A/A* grade and B/C grade answers is 
the ability to apply relevant and appropriate concepts. Weaker students 
will often write very detailed answers that display solid knowledge 
and sound concepts that are not relevant to the question asked. 
When answering a question on a topic you know a lot about, 
avoid writing an answer to a question which has not been set.

Common pitfall

Weak answers do not 
define concepts clearly, 
and frequently confuse 
key terms — e.g. a trade 
deficit will be mistaken for 
a budget deficit and vice 
versa.
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 3 WRITING SKILLS

Diagrams
One of the main ways in which application can be demonstrated in 
a written answer is by drawing a relevant diagram. Candidates are 
expected to learn a range of different micro and macro diagrams, so 
selecting and drawing an appropriate diagram is an important skill.

Drawing the diagram correctly is a skill that needs to be practised. 
Each diagram should be drawn on at least a third of a page. Leave 
plenty of space between paragraphs and make sure that the diagram 
is correctly titled and labelled. The economic concept that the 
diagram illustrates should be concisely explained in the context of 
the topic. A good diagram can show an economic event, such as a 
shift in demand, which can be analysed in a chain of reasoning.

If you draw a diagram, always make explicit reference to the diagram 
in your written answer; do not leave it ‘hanging’, hoping that the 
examiner knows why you have drawn it.

Drawing good diagrams needs practice. When compiling your notes 
make sure that you have correct examples and that you know the steps 
for drawing complicated diagrams, such as monopolistic competition.

Table 3.2 provides a checklist of the main diagrams you need to know.

Table 3.2 The main diagrams you need to know

Microeconomics Macroeconomics

• Production possibility frontier
• Supply and demand
Individual decision making
• Total utility curve
• Marginal utility curve
Production theory
• Average and marginal returns
Cost theory
• Economies and diseconomies of scale
• Average fixed costs
• Average variable costs
• Average total costs
Market structure
• Perfect competition in the short run
• Perfect competition in the long run
• Monopoly
• Kinked demand curve
• Monopolistic competition in the short run
• Monopolistic competition in the long run
Market failure
• Negative production externality
• Positive production externality
• Negative consumption externality
• Positive consumption externality
Labour market
• Upward sloping supply curve of labour
• Backward bending supply curve of labour
• Perfectly competitive supply curve of labour
• Monopsony
Distribution of income and wealth
• Lorenz curve

• Production possibility 
frontier

• Circular flow of income

• Short-run AD/AS

• Long-run AD/AS

• Economic cycle or business 
cycle

• Short-run Phillips curve

• Long-run Phillips curve

International economics

• Free floating exchange rate

• Managed exchange rate

• J-curve effect

• Free trade

• Effect of a tariff

Exam tip
Always check your diagrams for the 
following:
• Does the diagram have a title?
• Are the axes and curves labelled 

correctly?
• Have you identified equilibrium 

points, if relevant?
• Is the diagram referred to in the 

written answer?

Common pitfall

Do not confuse:
● monopolistic 

competition with 
monopoly

● monopsony with 
monopoly
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 3 WRITING SKILLS

Applying data and quoting from extracts
Every A-level paper contains either a context question or a case 
study. Candidates are presented with economic data and extracts 
which are written as news reports.

Some questions ask candidates to perform a calculation based on 
the data provided. This tests the ability to understand the economic 
data and apply the correct formula.

Questions can also ask candidates to compare two different data 
sets. Such questions are not difficult but they do test the ability to 
interpret data correctly and expect candidates to use figures from 
the extract to support the comparison.

Higher-mark questions expect candidates to apply the data and 
extracts to support their analysis. The extracts have been written 
deliberately by the paper setter to provide prompts which a good 
student will pick up and then develop in greater detail. Make sure 
that you quote from an extract explicitly using quotation marks and 
stating the line and the extract in brackets. Weaker answers will 
often quote long passages from an extract. Stronger answers will 
tend to use short quotations and then explain and apply the concept 
in the context of the question.

Common pitfall

Weaker students often do not understand index numbers 
and frequently lose marks on data questions because they 
do not understand the information in the extracts.

The difference between...
Strong answer Satisfactory answer

• Good application of concepts and principles

• Diagrams are well drawn and labelled

• Appropriate data are selected from extracts and 
used effectively

• Reasonable application of concepts and principles

• Diagrams are poorly drawn and labelled

• Data are used but they are not always relevant or 
explained properly

AO3: analysis
‘Analyse issues within economics, showing an understanding of 
their impact on economic agents.’

Analysis is the skill of identifying how an event or policy is going 
to affect individuals, households, firms or markets. It builds upon 
knowledge, understanding and application by explaining how a 
change in the status quo may affect different economic agents.

Low-level analysis
Low-level analysis is displayed by explaining how an event will 
affect, for example, a market equilibrium. The analysis will be very 
basic and explain the impact of an event in a few simple steps of 
reasoning.

Common pitfall

A common mistake is to 
write out an incorrect 
formula. Make sure you 
learn formulae correctly 
and always show your 
workings when you use 
them.

Exam tip
When performing a calculation 
always show your workings, include 
positive or negative signs and 
write the unit of measurement or 
percentage symbol.

Exam tip
Context questions expect 
candidates to quote from the 
extracts and use the data and 
evidence to support lines of 
reasoning.
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Developing the four key skills

Annotated example
Consider the following statement and question:

‘An extremely wet summer has led to higher than normal 
sales for umbrellas.’

Explain why the sale of umbrellas has increased.

This is an intuitive situation which can be explained using 
basic economic principles and a short chain of reasoning.

In a normal summer retailers expect to sell 
umbrellas based on average sales forecasts. 
The market equilibrium is at P1Q1 in the diagram 
below. The extremely wet summer has resulted 
in a shift in demand, from D1 to D2, because 
one of the conditions of demand has changed. 
Weather and seasons are a condition of demand 
and in a normal summer individuals will base their 
behaviour on average expectations. The heavy 
rain has meant that shoppers have bought more 
umbrellas to protect themselves from showers 
in order to stay dry.

Price

Quantity

P2

PPP1PP1

Q1 Q2

S

D2

D1

The market for umbrellas

Drawing the diagram 
shows knowledge 
and understanding 
(AO1). Explaining the 
diagram in the context 
of the situation shows 
application (AO2).

High-level analysis
Strong analysis is built on knowledge and application. Analysis is 
demonstrated when an answer starts by identifying issues and then 
explains and explores them in some detail. Writing a long answer does 
not necessarily mean that issues have been analysed well or in depth.

Good analysis requires a candidate to identify relevant issues. This 
is not an easy skill because it requires critical thought and a solid 
understanding of a range of issues, and then selecting the most 
important first. A-level exams are designed to pressure candidates 
to write answers against the clock. The best answers select the most 
important issues, apply appropriate concepts and analyse each issue 
in a detailed chain of reasoning. Satisfactory answers will often 
analyse less important issues and drift into irrelevance by explaining 
concepts that are inappropriate to the question asked.

Note the use of the link 
word ‘because’. Link 
words show analysis 
when they logically 
explain theory and 
events.

The analysis (AO3) 
explains the issue in a 
logical sequence. The 
diagram is integrated 
into the analysis and 
shift in demand has 
been explained using 
both knowledge of the 
conditions of demand 
and the motivations of 
consumers.
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Developing the four key skills

Depth can be added to a chain of reasoning in a number of ways:
➜ Adding examples and statistics to support an argument. In 

turn the quality, validity or usefulness of statistics and examples 
can also be discussed or challenged, if appropriate. Questioning a 
source of information can be a very effective method of analysis 
when using extracts in context questions.

➜ Considering alternative viewpoints. Economics is a social 
science and economists are always working with imperfect 
information and simplified models that are based on assumptions 
of how the world works. As a result, competing schools of 
thought use different theories to explain economic events. 
Furthermore, economists interpret evidence, both qualitative 
and quantitative, in different ways. A good answer can analyse 
alternative arguments and assess the available evidence. It 
will display a critical approach that identifies strengths and 
weaknesses and explains in a logically coherent way why one 
argument may be judged stronger than another.

➜ Considering the short-term and long-term consequences of an 
issue. Most economic events will take time to filter through an 
economy. Work through the implications of an event in the short 
term and then the long term. Sometimes you might conclude that 
the short-term costs are outweighed by the long-term benefits, 
or vice versa.

➜ Questioning the underlying assumptions of an argument. This 
approach is linked to the different schools of thought, which 
base their economic theories on assumptions about human nature 
and the marketplace. Free market economists assume that 
markets clear whereas Keynesian economists believe markets can 
fail and demand deficiency is a problem that requires government 
intervention. Use available evidence to question these 
assumptions, especially if it is presented in an extract in a 
context question.

➜ Discussing how different sections of society may be affected 
by an issue. Economic policies will always have different 
implications for different groups. An increase in the income tax 
rates for top earners may reduce the disposable income of high-
salaried workers but if it is used to finance public services then 
lower-income households may benefit.

Keep the analysis focused and at the end of the chain make an 
evaluative judgement. Move the answer forwards and analyse the 
next issue by starting a new paragraph.

The difference between...
Strong answer Satisfactory answer

• Analysis is well focused on relevant issues

• Logical, coherent chains of reasoning are developed

• Appropriate evidence is used and explained to 
support reasoning

• Analysis may lack focus because chains of 
reasoning are not relevant to the question

• Chains of reasoning may be developed but they 
may lack balance

• Chains of reasoning are short and lack detail

Exam tip
Stay focused on the question. When 
analysing an issue in depth, be 
careful not to drift away from the 
question. If you find that your chain 
of reasoning is losing its focus, do 
not be afraid of finishing the point 
quickly and moving on to the next 
issue to maintain your overall focus.

Common pitfall

Selecting less relevant 
issues to analyse is a 
common reason for 
answers receiving poor 
marks. It is important that 
you focus on the question 
asked and direct your 
answer towards a few key 
relevant issues.
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 3 WRITING SKILLS

AO4: evaluation
‘Evaluate economic arguments and use qualitative and quantitative 
evidence to support informed judgements relating to economic 
issues.’

Evaluation is when a judgement is made. Good evaluation is drawn 
from strong analysis, based on logical reasoning and supported with 
credible evidence. Weak evaluation is when a statement is asserted, 
drawn from incomplete or irrelevant analysis, and lacks convincing 
evidence.

To make a judgement, a written answer first needs to explore 
an issue or set of issues. Good analysis will have identified and 
explained the important issues in a chain of reasoning. Good 
evaluation will then consider each issue or sub-issue in the context 
of the question so that a convincing conclusion can be reached.

Evaluating complex arguments
In many answers where evaluation is required, candidates have to 
make judgements on a range of issues. There are two main ways of 
approaching evaluation in this situation.

The first, weaker approach is to explain all of the issues in chains of 
reasoning, restricting evaluation solely to the final conclusion. 
Following this method leaves you vulnerable to running out of time 
in the examination hall before you state your conclusion and 
therefore not being awarded any marks for evaluation. It also means 
that the conclusion can appear to contain lots of assertions which 
are unsupported by evidence or reasoning.

The second, stronger approach is to evaluate at the end of each 
chain of reasoning and then to use the conclusion to draw together 
the earlier evaluation in a manner that directly answers the question 
asked. By making judgements through the course of an answer, the 
evaluation is supported by chains of reasoning, which should be well 
balanced and contain evidence. This approach also means that if 
you do run out of time the examiner will have seen enough analysis 
and evaluation to place the answer into a higher level in the mark 
scheme.

The difference between...
Strong answer Satisfactory answer

• Logical judgements are reached throughout based 
on well-balanced analysis

• Judgements are supported with reasoning and 
evidence

• An essay contains a strong conclusion

• Evaluation uses generic words but statements are 
not supported with evidence

• Judgements are made but reasoning is unbalanced

• Statements are made but conclusions are not 
reached

Economic methods and thinking critically
Economics is an issues-based social science subject. A and A* 
students will be well read and have a comprehensive up-to-date 
knowledge of a range of issues and an appreciation of alternative 
arguments. Stronger candidates will analyse and evaluate in a 
balanced manner, using reason and evidence to support judgements. 

Exam tip
When building chains of reasoning, 
think carefully about how link words 
can signal that a judgement is being 
made. Words such as the following 
can be effective when writing 
an answer because they often 
display analysis and evaluation: so, 
unless, because, can, could, might, 
therefore.

Exam tip
Good evaluation requires a 
conclusion. Start your final 
paragraph with words that signal 
to the examiner that this is your 
conclusion. For example:
• In conclusion…
• In answer to the question…
• Ultimately…
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Developing the four key skills

Weaker answers will lack depth and/or balance and will struggle to 
evaluate beyond the use of superficial words.

As social scientists, economists study human behaviour and seek 
to uncover the underlying reasons that drive decision making. 
Economic events are extremely complex and the motivations 
that guide millions of autonomous individuals are varied. As a 
result, the evidence available to economists is imperfect and can 
be interpreted in different ways, which gives rise to alternative 
schools of economic thought. There are broadly three main economic 
traditions — pro-market, Keynesian and socialist — but within each 
tradition there are a variety of different schools.

Academic economists seek to apply scientific methods and test 
theory against the available evidence. They develop economic 
models rooted in assumptions of human behaviour and logical 
reasoning which make predictions. Models which make predictions 
that do not fit with the evidence need to be discarded or rethought. 
Theories that survive are developed and improve economists’ 
understanding of how to shape public policy and economic 
performance.

High-level analysis and evaluation can be displayed by discussing 
the approaches of alternative theories. Top answers will display a 
sound knowledge of the principles that guide a school of thought 
and will assess the evidence available to draw judgements on their 
credibility. Candidates who are objective and critically analyse 
issues in a logical process follow the academic methods that good 
economists seek to apply.

Take it further: scientific method 
and Karl Popper

Research the scientific method used by academics at universities. Make 
sure that you understand the methodology of good science and why it is 
seen to be scientific. Read about the ideas of Karl Popper and his belief that 
human knowledge is progressed through the process of falsification.

Activity: pro-market vs Keynesian economics
In the years following the Great Recession, pro-market economists such as Carmen 
Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff advised Western governments to pursue fiscal policies 
that sought to quickly reduce the size of their budget deficits to control the growth 
of their national debts. They argued that high levels of debt would result in low 
levels of growth. In contrast, Keynesian economists such as Paul Krugman and 
Simon Wren-Lewis advocated higher levels of government borrowing to support a 
stronger economic recovery.
Complete the following tasks:
● Build a long chain of reasoning making the case for the pro-market deficit 

reduction programme pursued by Chancellor George Osborne between 2010 and 
2012.

● Make the counter-case put forward by Keynesian economists.
● Review the evidence of GDP figures available on the website of the Office for 

National Statistics.
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